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GENERAL
This game is intended for families and communities where people are hiv+ or have aids. It has been 
developed to help them to talk about subjects that are either directly or indirectly related to living with hiv 
(human immunodeficiency virus). Within families/communities, at workplaces, at schools, in sport clubs 
and all other places in daily life, people with hiv face questions like: How can I best give hiv a place in my 
family or community? How do I ensure a positive environment for my children if I don’t feel good myself? 
Which of the people we know can I tell about hiv in my family and who should I not tell? How should we 
deal with both the positive and the negative reactions?   

Living with hiv, or living together with someone who has hiv, is often difficult. There are many different 
opinions and prejudices about hiv. FAMILY.matters is a game for people who often have to deal with 
challenging situations in living with hiv: situations which cause a dilemma or force you to make a choice. 

The game is meant to make it easier for families/communities to talk about issues involved in living with 
hiv in a playful way that will appeal to children too. The game does not provide any cut-and-dry solutions, 
but will bring up topics that otherwise might not be discussed. The situations that come up in the game 
are based on real-life experiences and choices, taken from the stories of many different families from a wide 
range of backgrounds who are confronted with hiv.    The game also touches on subjects like relationships, 
sexuality, healthy living, medicines, and myths and facts about hiv. This game has been developed in 
Malawi, but its content is also useful for other countries in Africa. The situations as shown in the photos, can 
be different in neighboring countries, however most of the photos will be about difficulties and challenges 
that are recognizable.  

Follow the instructions on how to play the game and discuss the story lines afterwards. The game is played 
like a memory game. If played with children, it is important that adults are present to help and guide the 
children in the game and to support them when questions arise.   

INSTRUCTIONS
Number of players approximately 2 – 8

1. Shuffle the cards and place them face down in straight lines below and beside each other. 

2 & 3. Choose who will begin. He or she turns over two cards. Are the pictures 
identical? 
If Yes: : You have found a pair. You may keep this pair and you may turn over two 
more cards.

4. Are the two pictures different? If Yes: You must turn the
cards back face down, on the same place!

5. Now it’s the next player’s turn. Whoever has found the most pairs by the end is the 
winner! 

Length of the play: Playing the whole game will take about 45 minutes. You can also play the game with a part of 
the cards, and then you will have more time to talk about the subjects. This does not influence the content or the 
value of the discussion. You can play with the other cards next time.



Finished playing? That is what you thought! 
For the adults (or other supervisors): 
Arrange the pictures in the right order (see the colours and numbers for the proper sequence) and 
discuss the pictures with each other.  

The green Story line is about a family in which the husband and his two wives are hiv+. 
The story is about feelings, experiences, breastfeeding, ARV’s, relations and support. 
(1 up to 24)

The blue line has Ideas and tips (1 up to 6)  

The red cards show risks and myths (Numbers 1 up to 5) 

It is important to supervise the discussion well.  

Look at the pictures with the whole group and talk about them with each other. Let 
everyone talk about his or her fantasies, what they know and about their personal 
experiences. Let the youngsters talk about whatever they see in the pictures, about 
any situations they recognize and whether or not they have been in similar situations. 
Would you do the same as the people in the pictures or something completely different? 
Encourage the youngsters to be honest about whatever they find difficult.

 Talking about hiv sometimes brings other difficult subjects that are very personal. 
Everyone has opinions and habits that they get from their family, their cultural 
background or their religion in terms of sexuality. Try to talk about these factors. Don’t 
forget that questions about sexuality are something that everyone has to deal with at 
one point in their lives. 

INSTRUCTIONS

In the past, people did not know enough about how hiv is passed on from one person 
to another. Many myths about this still persist. You can read more about these myths in 
the text of the red cards in the game.   

It is not true that: 
When someone takes ARV’s, he/she cannot infect another person. 
That when you wash your private parts after unprotected sex you will not get infected. 
That you get cured by having sex with a little child.
That you can avoid getting hiv by having fast sex.
That you can bring the hiv virus asleep by drinking much coffee or other drinks.   

Facts about how you can pass on the virus. 

The hiv virus is present in blood, sperm and vaginal fluid, as well as in the mother’s milk 
of someone who is hiv+ . The hiv virus can be passed on: 

By having sex, without using a condom. Most of the people that are hiv+ now got 
infected by having unsafe sex.
With oral sex, the chances of transmission are small, but not negligible. 
By receiving blood containing hiv during a blood transfusion.
By using a non-sterile hypodermic needle that contains the blood of a hiv+ person.
From a mother to her child during birth and through breastfeeding.
Be careful with cuts and other wounds. The hiv virus and other diseases that are present 
in the blood can also be passed on through contact between two bleeding wounds. 

MYTHS & FACTS ABOUT HIV



This story is about a polygamous family with husband and father Victor, his first wife Alice, their children, 
his second, inherited, wife Patricia, her children, a grandmother, aunt and niece. Victor is hiv+, but he is 
keeping this a secret. Alice is a strong woman and hiv+, but she does not know it yet, Patricia and all the 
children might be positive as well.   

Alice, the first wife, tells her husband Victor that she is pregnant. It is important to share this information; 
it is not only a matter of the woman. 

Victor has recently started with ARV’s (anti retro-viral drugs), he is not open about his status and takes 
his pills secretly. He is not honest to his family. By not being open, his family cannot take good care of 
him and he does not take good care of his family. This means that others cannot support him. His wives 
do not know that they need to protect themselves when they have sex.   

Alice is in the ante-natal clinic. It is not only important to go to the ante-natal clinic, when pregnant, but 
also to get yourself tested regularly. Alice  hiv test was positive. The nurse is comforting her and clearly 
explains the “Prevention from Mother-To-Child Transmission”. Medical staff can advice on what is best 
for mother and child. There is the possibility for counseling, medication and information.  

Alice is questioning herself: shall I be open about my status or not? She has many doubts and feels 
confused. On the one hand she wants to save her child from getting infected by hiv and she thinks 
she will feel relieved by being open about it. On the other hand she is afraid of losing her husband and 
being discriminated.   

Alice meets two women of a PLWHA (People Living with Hiv Aids) Support Group. She opens up to them 
and feels relieved. They give her comfort, strength and courage.  
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STORY LINE

Alice is encouraged to tell Victor that she is hiv+. She wants him and all of their children to go for testing 
too. Now Victor has to tell her that he is positive too and that he is already taking ARV’s. He wants her 
to keep their status a secret. She wants to be open, because she wants to safe her child from getting 
infected with hiv, by stopping with brest-feeding after 6 months. It is difficult to be open, because you 
do not know what to expect. You might feel upset, guilty, confused or lonely. 

As to breast-feeding: when you are hiv+, there is a chance that your child gets infected with hiv too. It is 
important to find out in the ante-natal clinic, how to prevent your child from getting infected by hiv. 

Victor is talking to Patricia. He talks to her about his first wife being hiv+ and that he too is positive. 
She is shocked and reacts “Not me, I don’t have this virus”. When one or more people in a polygamous 
relationship are hiv+, they can be shocked and confused, blame each other, or feel guilty. It is important 
to try to be open and keep on talking to each other.  

Alice is feeding her child with a cup, so she prevents her child getting infected with hiv by drinking 
breast-milk. Women in the background are gossiping about her and guessing that she must be hiv+, 
because she is feeding her child this way. Women like Alice are often discriminated and neglected in the 
community, even by their own family.  

Patricia is worrying. She feels lonely and guilty, she is too afraid to go for testing or to talk to other 
people. She thinks she got infected with hiv when she was trying to get pregnant, forced by family, by 
sleeping outside her marriage.   

Patricia is desperate and afraid; she did not go for an hiv test. She cannot see any way-out. She is 
considering committing suicide by using poison. It is important in this situation to go for testing and try 
to get the right counseling, by doing pre-counseling. Try to talk about how to deal with desperation and 
depression. Family, friends or members of a Support Group or church might assist and support.
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STORY LINE
 
Patricia died committing suicide. She did not go for testing and did not talk to anyone about her worries. 
Some people are not able to ask for help or talk about their deepest fears and problems. Being hiv+ 
does not mean the end of one’s life. When someone is hiv+ he or she can still be of great value for him 
or herself or others. And with ARV’s, there is still a future. 

The Chief of their village visits Victor and Alice at their home. He comes as a counselor. He advises them 
to try to stay together, to be open and to support the family. He also talks to them about relationships, 
food, school, etc. The role of the Chief is important. Sometimes chiefs are open about their own status. 
The community will notice that he speaks openly with people who are hiv+. 

Victor sits together with Alice, both are feeling responsible. He is blaming himself, because he has been 
hired to do sexual cleansing in another village. He recalls to have been actively involved in unprotected 
sex with multiple partners, during the initiation ceremony where men are told to be active in sex in 
order to prove their manhood. Alice is blaming herself, because during initiation she has been forced to 
have sex. 

Victor and Alice are visiting the VCT clinic (Voluntary Counselling and Testing) for medical check up. They 
are talking with a counsellor; he is explaining how they can stay alive for a long time and informs them 
about the problems they might face.   

Victor and Alice are working in the garden with their children.  They continue doing this kind of activities 
together. It is important to stay in a good condition, eat healthy foods and do sports like walking, cycling 
or playing football.  

Victor and Alice are both taking ARV’s and they remind each other about it. You need to take ARV’s on 
regular times, like the doctor advises you. When you are both open about your status you can support 
each other and share the problems and practical issues.   
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Victor is being visited by his two friends Alfred and Peter: well educated and smart men. They both 
stopped ARV’s because they feel healthy and they try to convince Victor to do so, but he refuses. People 
often stop to take their ARV’s. They believe that they are cured, because they don’t feel sick anymore. 
People also stop because they feel sick due to the side-effects of ARV’s. One friend stopped because his 
religious leader told him to and the other because the traditional healer convinced him. People may 
believe in the strength of the Church and traditional healers, but they have to keep on taking their 
ARV’s.   

Peter is sick in bed. Victor and Alfred are visiting him, they look confused and worried. Alfred remembers 
that he stopped his ARV’s as well. He changes his mind and goes to the hospital to find out if he can start 
again. When people get the right information they are often motivated to start again with taking ARV’s. 
People are often confronted with physical problems when they have stopped taking ARV’s for a while.  

Victor and Alfred bring Peter to the clinic. He is very ill. The friends support him. ARV’s are not a cure. 
When people start taking them, they have to take them for the rest of their life, every day at the same 
time. When they stop, they might not feel sick directly, but the virus will wake up and changes. So when 
they start to take ARV’s again, the ARV’s might not work anymore: the virus has become resistant and 
this person will die of aids.    

Victor, Alice and the two children of Patricia are praying at the veranda. It is important to eat healthy 
foods at regular times. It will strengthen you. 

The whole family visits their relatives in another village. It is important to do nice things together, 
although someone is hiv+. 

The eldest son of the family is being stigmatized. His football team ignores him, he feels lonely. Family 
members are often stigmatized because their relatives are hiv+   

The oldest children of the family, boys and the girls, are going to Primary School.  School is very important, 
it gives you important tools for the future.
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IDEAS AND TIPS

A family, composed of grown ups as well as children, is talking and discussing about hiv matters. They share 
their experiences and emotions.  It is important that there is openness between children and parents. Children 
do have the right on information, concerning their status, treatment, the risks and their chances.

Traditional healer, ARV’s and religion. If someone is hiv+, he or she can find support and comfort in his or her 
religion. It is important that one does not stop taking ARV’s. Others find support with a traditional healer, but 
they must keep on taking their ARV’s and inform the doctor about the treatment of the traditional healer.

The boy calls the Helpline. It can be helpful to talk with the people of the Helpline. Sometimes it is not easy 
to talk with the people in the community; they know you as well as your family. You can talk freely with the 
Helpline and you can stay anonymous if you like. In every country the numbers are different. Ask the number 
of the Helpline to someone you trust.    

A man writes a Will. It is important for men or women to write a Will, so that the family can prove what belongs 
to them after a partner or one or both parents die. If you cannot read or write you can ask someone to help 
you. 

The woman makes a memory book. It is an idea, for both men and women, to write your thoughts and memories 
in a book. Some people also put photos in the book.  

When abstaining from sex, you will not get infected with hiv. When you have sex with your partner, and you 
are both faithful and tested hiv-negative, you will not get infected with hiv. If you would have sexual contact 
in any other situation, only a proper and consistent used male or female condom will protect you from getting 
infected with hiv or other STI’s.

Protect yourself and your partner in a way that is suitable for you and your partner. Talk with your doctor or 
your (religious) counsellor.  
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RISKS & MYTHS
Men and women are drinking at a bar, they are drunk or under the influence of drugs. When using drugs or 
alcohol the chance of having unprotected sex and getting (re-)infected with the hiv virus is much higher. Illegal 
distilled stuff makes you drunk very quickly.

People are dancing at night. In the dark a man and woman can easily sneak away to have unprotected sex 
with a high risk of getting infected with hiv. Sometimes women are being paid for not using condoms. You can 
refuse. Take responsibility for your own life and the life of others.

People like to believe; that when they are taking ARV’s they cannot give the virus to someone else, so they have 
unsafe sex. This is not true.
People think that they will not be infected, or infect someone else when they have blood type O, when their still 
young, or when they wash their private parts after intercourse. This is not true. 

 You can not get infected with hiv by hugging, shaking hands or kissing (only when there are no mouth 
infections), by sharing cups, spoons or plates or by wearing each other’s clothes, by using the same toilet or by 
mosquito’s. You can not get cured of hiv/aids by having sex with a young child or a virgin. 

You cannot see if someone is hiv+. You can see if someone has aids, because the person has no resistance and 
gets diseases like Tuberculosis (TB). The ARV’s keep the virus asleep. The virus will always stay in the body. When 
someone is positive and takes good care of her/himself and takes ARV’s, he/she can have a long life.
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